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M.A. Ali Graduate Chair Award in Fisheries Biology Accomplishments in research, communication of their science, and participation in the graduate program and evidence of leadership

David J. Ashkenas Memorial Fellowship Whose research has an international component requiring travel abroad or an international student who wishes to complete their degree at OSU. 
Preference is given to students working in freshwater riparian ecosystems, followed by marine ecosystems and then by terrestrial ecosystems.

Neil Armantrout Graduate Fellowship X X Full-time graduate student conducting research on wild salmon or fisheries habitat improvement, excluding aquaculture.

Biomark and Donn Park Memorial Scholarship Full-time students in fisheries science.

H. Richard Carlson Memorial Scholarship x2 Research emphasis in marine fisheries biology.

Stan Gregory Stream Team Scholarship X X Whose focus/research involves stream ecology or riparian ecosystems.

Oregon Council Federation of Fly Fishers Scholarship Researching native fishes of interest to the Oregon Council.

James Sedell Graduate Award in Fisheries and Wildlife X X Working on native fish conservation, aquatic habitat restoration, and landscape conservation planning. Full-time graduate students based on merit, 
research potential, leadership and financial need.

Charlie Taylor Memorial Fishin'Friends Graduate Award X Full-time students conducting research on freshwater salmon/steelhead ecology and management in OR, WA, or N. CA.

Washington County Flyfishers Working on freshwater salmonid conservation or ecology with a specific interest in habitat restoration, in-stream management, and aquatic 
entomology.

Robert Anthony Graduate Scholarship in Population Ecology X X Student in Wildlife Science working on population ecology of threatened or endangered species, raptors, or predators. Preference to those with 
membership in a professional wildlife organization. 

David B. and Georgia Leupold Marshall Wildlife Graduate Scholarship Full-time graduate student conducting research with strong management implications for wildlife or wildlife issues of special interest. Preference is 
given to members of OR-TWS.

Munson Wildlife Graduate Scholarship X Full-time wildlife graduate student with an interest in interdisciplinary natural resources management and research. Oregon resident preferred.

Briggs Scholarship in Biogeography Completed their undergraduate degree at another institution in the US or abroad. Preference to students with a strong interest in the distribution 
and evolution of terrestrial, freshwater, or marine organisms.

Coombs-Simpson Memorial Fellowship Female graduate student in memory of Candia Coombs (‘79) and Gay Simpson (‘79), two outstanding alumnae of the Department whose lives and 
bright careers were prematurely shortened.

OSU Port Orford Science and Education Support Fund X OSU students engaged in studies near or in Port Orford area including coastal waters.

Santiam Fish and Game Association Endowed Scholarship Fund First preference will be given to Linn or Benton County residents, second preference to students who are residents of any county in Oregon.

Thomas G. Scott Achievement Award x2 X Outstanding M.S.students; and outstanding Ph.D.students; to recognize research potential in graduate students majoring in Fisheries and Wildlife.

Ted Thorgaard Student Research Fund X X Full-time graduate student conducting research in conservation biology.

Charles E. Warren Award for Ecology and Sustainable Societies x1 (from MP) Preference is given to students whose research best integrates ecological and social sciences in the quest for sustainable relationships between 
communities and their natural resources. Letter from Major Professor adressing the specific criteria. 
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